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Theoretical Framework 

Secondary antisemitism:

 “the refusal or rejection of remembrance of the unprecedented crimes which Germans committed during the Second World War” (Heni 2008) 

 A form of soft core denial characterised by distortion and universalization of the Holocaust, projections of guillt, relativization, trivialization 

Ideological model of scapegoating: 

 Choice of scapegoat based on envious steretotyping “of groups that are viewed as having power and intent to cause widespread harm” (Glick 2005)

Perceived victimhood

 Competition for recognition of suffering: when those who perceive themselves as victimized do not feel sufficiently acknowledged, in contrast to Jews or the Holocaust as 

“the ultimate benchmark of victimhood”, antisemitic feelings may arise (Antoniou, Dinas & Kosmidis 2015) 

Memory re-elaboration of fascist past. Re-elaboration of WWII and collective memory that is constructed will provide a certain degree of stigmatization towards fascist past 

which in turn provides positive or negative cultural opportunity structures for the presence of populism (Manucci 2019) 

 Culpabilization – strong condemnation leads to high levels of stigma

 Heroization – strong condemnation leads to high levels of stigma, but not equal to culpabilization 

 Cancellation – a way of avoiding responsibility, based on denial. Low level of stigma 

 Victimization – a way of avoiding responsibility, based on denial. A form of alteration, allowing for alternate/revisionist narratives. Low level of stigma 

Holocaust as the defining memory 

 Memory appropriation in post-communist states – symbols and imagery of the Holocaust appropriated to memorialize another kind of suffering  → communism (Subotić

2019)



Memory Appropriation 

Memory Inversion – Serbia 

 The Holocaust, its crimes and its images are directly 
appropriated in order to make space for the discussion 
of crimes of communism. 

 The Holocaust is not denied – it is not even obviously 
trivialized – but it is only remembered heuristically, as a 
vehicle for remembering the crimes of communism. 

 It is used to invert the suffering and victimization of the 
Holocaust’s principal victims – the Jews – and instead 
represent other victims – the ethnic majority – as its 
primary targets. 

Memory Divergence – Croatia 

 The Holocaust is decoupled from other genocidal 
crimes committed during WWII in order to make the 
Holocaust a uniquely Nazi (that is, German) problem 
and absolve the local political community from 
participation in it. 

 In this way the ethnic majority is also absolved from 
carrying out other racial and ethnic crimes against non-
Jews that occurred under the shadow of the Holocaust. 
(Subotić 2019)



WWII 

interpretations and 

Holocaust 

commemoration in 

Yugoslavia

Brotherhood and unity 

Good and progressive people of Yugoslavia who 
unitedly fought the Nazi and Fascist occupiers 

No one nation to be singled out for the atrocities of 
WWII. Responsibility for war crimes, mass violence 
and genocide projected onto exogenous forces –
primarily Nazi Germany 



WWII interpretations and Holocaust Remembrance after Yugoslavia

Croatia 

 National reconciliation between the Ustaša and Partisans 

 Healing the divide between the black and red totalitarianisms 

 Croatia as the victim of an alliance between Serbian 
paramilitary Četniks and the Communist Yugoslav Army 

 NDH and Ustaša – a fight for Croatian statehood and 
indendence against communism (Serbs)

 Holocaust remembrance – deflection of responsibility to Nazi 
Germany – “Holocaust Yes, Genocide No”

 Bleiburg as Croatia’s Holocaust

Serbia 

 Rehabilitation of Četnik movement and other collaborators, 
delegitimization of Partisans

 Partisans and Četniks as anti-fascist patriotic movements – one 
from the right and one from the left 

 ”Demonstrate the suffering of the Serbian people via the Jews”

 Holocaust remembrance – Jews essentially only remembered in 
the context of as an appendage to the memorialization of 
Serbian suffering

 Jasenovac as Serbia’s Holocaust



NEW WORLD ORDER 

 Do they know something we don’t know? / They know why… / 
Mice know when to leave the sinking ship…that’s how the old 
saying goes

 Karma is funny / They wouldn’t have run if they weren’t to blame / 
They terrorise the entire world, they are behind all the wars of the 
centuries, I think that the time has come where they have to pay for 
what they have done

 Free Palestine! / EXODUS? And what is happening in Palestine… 
we all know about the lobby owned by the Jews.. We all know they 
pull the strings and we all know they are treated way better than 
they deserve

 Juden Raus! / That’s how it should be… everyone should be in one 
place so the bastards are easier to kill … fu*k their monster 
mother 

Exodus: Jews flee Paris suburbs because of 

growing tide of antisemitism 



TRUTH AGAINST LIES 
JASENOVAC IS A COMMUNIST LIE, HOLOCAUST IS THE WORLD’S BIGGEST FRAUD, AND BLEIBURG IS THE REAL 

HOLOCAUST COMMITTED AGAINST THE CROATIAN PEOPLE! 

Selected titles 

There is a global Jewish war againt non-Jews! The owners of all 
pharmaceutical corporations, media, banks, social media are also 
Jews! 

Croatis will become a hot-spot! Global (Com)pact for Migration is 
a plan to destroy European nation states! 

Judobolsheviks are preparing us for a totalitarian state! 

The only fascism in the world is zionist fascism!

❖ All in one place. Well done. Whoever is interested in the truth 
can find it in this text. Only the truth can save all the peoples of 
the former state who are victims of Goldstein and other Jews 
political murderers and liars

❖ Bleiburg is the Holocaust and not Auschwitz or Jasenovac 

❖ That’s right! JASENOVAC was built and invented by JEWS AND 
COMMUNISTS

❖ A genocide or holocaust was committed on Bleiburg, that’s why 
Jews make so much up when someone is looking for the truth. 
They use Jasenovac to present the Croatian people as 
genocidal to the world



Antisemitic discourse on 4 chan

Croatia

 I'm not as radical as most /pol/acks regarding Jews, I don't really want them all dead and 
gassed, but I do want to see them explicitly banned from practicing law, politics, academic 
work or media work, since they've proven time and time again that they will inevitably use 
nepotism to monopolize all positions with tribesmen and then go full parasite on the host 
nation. If they don't like that, they're free to go to Israel. The medical doctors, dentists and 
middle class Jews are mostly harmless, just keep them out of positions of power and influence 
over the masses and you're set, no genocide needed.

 Israel shouldn't exist. It's on a stolen land and to this day they are still commiting a genocide 
against palsetinians.
Should we give gypsies a country to and hope they will leave but guess what? Neither jews or 
gypsies will never leave because they are both parasites and as parasites they need to have a 
host to feed on it. 

 Though I don't think the Jews should be killed off, that was tried and failed; I do believe that 
they should all be:
a) deported to Israel with no exceptions
b) banned from participating in politics, finance, banking, media production or media 
distribution and academia anywhere that isn't Israel - and that Jewish works in any of those 
categories be banned and censored outside of Israel

They have their Jewish homeland, they need to fuck off back to it post haste. 

4 chan “politically incorrect” subboard 

❖ Completely anonymous, “anything-goes” forum

❖ More than 20 million monthly users – predominantly male

❖ /pol/ - forum meant to discuss news and politics 

❖ Racism, misogyny, propagation of extremist ideas and ideologies

Serbia 
 Im very hopeful for the future as we will see the destruction of the judea and israel within our 

lifetime but its tiring to not know when. 

 The Jews and The Anglos laugh at the death of Europeans and especially European Christians.

 Jews at least destroy for their self-interest while Croatia destroys themselves and others for 
Jewish interest,

 Marxism is the core of communism, feminism and racism. It's a thought system created by 
Jews for one purpose only, which is to subvert host nations. 



JEWMERICA & GLOBOHOMO & ZOG

Croatia 

 Jewmerica and Russia are two single greatest exporters of jewish 
filth, and kikes wouldn't have near the power they have now if there 
wasn't for Jewmerica and Russia, their prime breeding grounds

 Jews are a satanic force and there's no point in wasting time 
discussing what to do with them, killing them all is the only answer, 
discussion ends. But Americans...jewmericans...they are the REAL 
enemy, the ENABLERS of world jewry and they should be dealt 
with.

Death to ALL circumcised goyim on the planet. Simple

 its common misconception that "death to America" means death to 
whole american nation or something. Death to America means 
death to your vile, corrupt, warmongering jewish cock sucking 
government, what i believe many of your compatriots support too 

Serbia 

 Im tired of seeing jews and trannies paid to be on this board trying 
to demoralize people and hope no one is taking the bait.

 Ever since that war [WWII] we live in a world of globohomo zerg 
zog domination..Westerners are schizo goldfish herded by jews like 
the cattle they are.

 Americans are essentially Jews.
They cut baby dicks.
They worship shekels more than anything. If we're being honest, if 
you hate Jews, you have to hate America as well. There is nothing 
redeeming about America or Americans. I await the incoming 
Balkanization of the states with a rock hard erection.
Death to America. 



Domestic narratives in Croatia

Jewmerica is ZOG slave colony. ZOG was slaughtered in Croatia in WW2, where as 
Jewmerica and Serbs dies for the ZOG, with vitriol. Serbs love ZOG til this day and use 
"Croatians were and are FASCIST" cry for help on a daily basis. As if being a fascist or a "nazi" 
is a bad thing? LMAO.
Serbs were always vocal about their worship of Russia and Putin - and we know about Putin's 
rabbi and how many demented kikes came out of Russia, all the (((oligarchs))) and Chabad 
faggots. Russia is probably worse, pound for pound, than Jewmerica when it comes to kikery.
Death to Jewmerica, kill all jews. 

We didn't side with hitler because we particularly loved him (or loved him at all), it was only 
because he kind of accepted the existence of independent croatian state.We would have sided 
with allies if they were for croatin independence. And it was very important for us because of 
serbian terror in the kingdom of yugoslavia. We didn't care about jews or anything, we only 
wanted croatian independence.

Croats are nationalist but not really well educated in the matter. Economics are really fucking 
socialist, our government is big and corrupt that doesn't care about Croats, they are cucks to 
our Jews(Serbs) and so on. As a people we are good, nationalist majority, but the politics is 
poisoned by the mentality of socialist Yugoslavia. 

 Anti-Serbism 

 Victimization narratives under 

communism / Yugoslavia / Serbia 

 Projection / denial / 

relativization of Holocaust and 

WWII   



Domestic narratives Serbia 

 List of confirmed American, British, and other Western JEWS who orchestrated the 
economic collapse and downfall of Yugoslavia, creation of separatist states, bloody 
wars in Bosnia, Croatia, and Kosovo; demonization and bombing of Serbia, secession 
of Montenegro, and stealing of Kosovo.
KNOW YOUR ENEMY.

 Clinton and NATO rub hands like Jews since they can finally destabilize Serbia while 
using “muh genocidal Serbs” as an excuse -> 1999 BOMBING 

 Jews in Israel were against Nato bombing of Serbia and jews from Israel know and 
share the suffering that Serbs suffered in world war 2 in Jasenvac, and they know 
about the shit that muslim albanians did in Kosovo and metohija, Serb holy land.

 Yes Croats committed Serb and Jew genocide
over 1 000 000 000 serbs and over 150 000 jews in Jasenovac
Whole Croatia is created on genocide

 Novak Djokovic is a prime example of how us serbs are the victims of western 
imperialism,
just like children trapped in Jasenovac, serbs are always the victims

 Use of genocidal narratives from WWII for 

contemporary events and to accentuate own 

victimhood and suffering 

 ”Serbs as Jews” and Serbs and Jews as brothers 

in suffering

 Anti-Americanism and anti-imperialist narratives 

→ Jews as controlling and orchestrating major 

events 



Concluding remarks 

European memory framework and resolutions: “European Day of Remembrance for the Victims of all Authoritarian and Totalitarian Regimes” and “European Conscience and 
Totalitarianism”

- Designed to reconcile the historical experiences of Eastern and Western Europe, but the equalization of fascist and communist legacies enables legitimization and symbolic 
rehabilitation of fascist movements and collaborators 

- Communist past is framed as totalitarian and the crimes committed on both sides equalized

Antisemitic narratives not substantially different from other parts of Western Europe but are accommodated to the domestic narrative 

– Spark with historical revisionist interpretations of the Holocaust and WWII

-- Utilised in political narratives to further political needs and claims 

Low levels of explicit and/or violent antisemitism in Serbia and Croatia 

Online hate speech and extremism poses a significant threat 

Requires further studying and monitoring  



Thank you for your attention! 
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